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FIDE Representative  Office in  Moscow and FIDE President  have been receiving numerous
requests to rate chess tournaments that currently are not being rated for technical reasons. 
To meet this request, FIDE Representative Office in Moscow has elaborated a cloud service that
calculates the FIDE Live Rating.
In compliance with the decision of the FIDE Presidential Board in Chengdu (China, 26-Apr-2015
-  29-Apr-2015)  the  working  group  was  formed  headed  by  the  FIDE Deputy  President  Mr.
Georgios Makropoulos to resolve the problem.
Hereby I report to the delegates of the Congress about the results of the work done.
Chess federations used to face the Bottleneck problem.
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The number of the games played exceeds by many times the number of rated games. Only few 
federations have a strong rating officer. 
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Even the federations that have a strong rating office cannot rate all the games due to the 
bottleneck problem. 

Advantages of the Live Rating platform:
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 there is no limit on the number of rated games

 does not require a  rating officer in the Federation

 live automatic updates of ratings

 use of any device: the computer - the tablet - the smartphone

 multilingual support

 constant compliance with the rules of FIDE

 support of all types of tournaments

 technical support 24/7/365 



Types of tournaments rated by the Live Rating platform:
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 individual tournaments - Round-robin

 individual tournaments - Swiss system

 team tournaments - Round-robin

 team tournaments - Swiss system

 knockout tournaments (exclusive)

 Scheveningen system (exclusive)

 Chess Olympiad (exclusive)

Putting into service of the Live Rating platform will increase the number of rated chess players 
from the current 202 423 to 3 million. 
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As an example of such increase Kemerovo region (Russia) is viewed below:
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Nowadays, the local rating embraces 919 chess players, only 274 of which have FIDE Rating. 
That is 30% of the local rating players only.

There are many tournaments without FIDE Rating.

Such as, 

 amateur chess organizations tournaments 
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 amateur tournaments
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 chess tournaments in parks 
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 school chess tournaments
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 corporate chess tournaments
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 Military chess tournaments
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According to our forecast, the engagement of the Live Rating platform will increase the number 
of rated games from the current 3 million to 38 million by the end of year 2019.
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And by the end of the year 2020 - to 71 million of games.
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The existent rating system allows of rough rating leaps – rating volatility.
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The Live Rating platform minimizes such volatility. 
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Rating categories: 
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The Live Rating platform can serve as a common gateway (based on FIDE ONLINE) to 
calculate the Internet Rating for major chess zones.
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There are several ways to calculate the average Rating.
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The Live Rating platform will be tested from the 1st of September 2015. 
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The participants of the test:

 Chess Federation of Saint-Petersburg (Russia)

 Chess Federation of Kemerovo region (Russia)

The Live Rating platform will start working at full capacity in 2016.
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I would like to stress, that payments for FIDE Rating are to be made by the organizers of the 
tournaments, not by the national federations and players. 
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On the contrary, FIDE and national chess federations will benefit from the payments of the 
Royalties.
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The complete  computer  automation  will  increase  significantly  the  number  of  the  registered
players and, as a result, the national federation will benefit from increase of payments and from
saving on rating offices. 

Significant discounts are foreseen for low- and middle-income countries.
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Prospective FIDE revenues
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Preliminary Rating Fees
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